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Context

The University of Tasmania has long had a diversity of specialist repositories for storing and
publishing research data, including the world-class IMAS Data Portal for marine data, but despite
many years of work with institution-wide platforms there have been ongoing obstacles to general
uptake of such systems. The new Research Data Portal (RDP) addresses these issues and provides a
repository that satisfies the needs of a diversity of researcher requirements.

Design highlights

Custom build with a highly 
technically-skilled local vendor 

Simplicity, combined with 
developmental agility 

Based on FAIR principles

Researcher-constructed records, 
with administrative support

File storage is replicated across 
multiple geographical sites and 

different storage media

Technical challenges

Building an institutional repository is hard. UTAS has done very well at a
discipline level (e.g. IMAS portal) but it’s much more difficult developing
a system that works for everyone. Some of the main challenges
included:

o definition of data for HASS disciplines

o technical aspects of data upload and storage e.g. firewalls, operating
system quirks, transfers of large files

o coordination/collaboration between Library, Information Technology
Services, and the Research Division

o storage architecture: storage locations may conflict with onshore
locations requirements for funding

o RDP data permanency may conflict with data destruction protocols

o access to ‘live’ archived data by external collaborators.

Hurdles to full uptake and realised/potential solutions

Despite removing the historical hurdles to uptake, there remain some
issues to overcome:

o Many researchers are wary of new technology/processes:: persistent
and often individual engagement helps to communicate RDP benefits.

o COVID-19 halted introductory workshops: growing familiarity with
and acceptance of Zoom enables online tutorials.

o Many researchers have ignored introductory emails: documentation
has been placed on web pages for the Library, Research Office, Service
Desk FAQs. Automatic responses are sent to researchers to encourage
data upload whenever a publication record is completed.

o Researcher-uploaded records vary in quality: dedicated administrative
support/data stewardship for researchers would enhance both the use
of the RDP and the standard of published records.

Figure 1. Samples of elements of a portion of a published Research Data Portal record.
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